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FOREWORD 

This publication is the sixth »I* a series of monographs in the Petrochemical 
Industry Series to be published by the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization. The titles of other studies in this series will be found on the back cover 
of this publication. 

The world petrochemical industry has shown a high rate of growth during the 
last ten years. The industry supplies intermediate products for a number of other 
industries md provides substitutes for traditional materials such as steel, lumber, 
packaging materials, natural fibres, natural rubber and soap. It is considered u. be- 
one of the most strategic sectors of industrial development because most of its 
products go on to other producing sectors. 

This series is designed to assist the developing countries in dealing with technical 
and economic problems related to the establishment and development of facilities for 
the manufacture of petrochemicals and consumer products. The series is concerned 
with basic and intermediate petrochemicals and end products, such as plastics, 
synthetic rubbers and synthetic fibres. Nitrogenous fertilizers' and textile 
production based on synthetic fibres are excluded from the series. 

This monograph is designed for the use of persons, firms and governments who 
may be considering the establishment of plants for producing acrylic sheet, whether 
as the first step in setting up a plastics industry or to broaden an existing one. More 
fundamental purposes may be to meet local demand for this material, create 
employment, conserve foreign exchange by import substitution or even, perhaps, to 
achieve penetration of foreign markets. 

The approach used and the criteria followed are based on the concept that 
processes and techniques must be adopted that will produce goods that can compete 
in quality, price and reliability of supply with goods from countries whose 
industrialization began earlier. This concept is considered valid even when capital for 
investment and skilled labour may be in short supply and present markets for the 
products limited or even non-existent. No country, and especially no developing 
country, can afford to waste its resources by creating industries whose products arc 
too high in price, too low in quiity or too unreliable in supplv to become acceptable 
in the world market. 

The purpose of UNIDO in publishing this study is therefore to help developing 
countries to gain a good technical insight into the problems of producing and 
marketing acrylic sheet. The study has been prepared by R. M. Kossoff and 
Associates, Inc., New York, United States of America, in the capacity of consultants 
to UNIDO. A major contribution was also made by Mr. Robert Maginn, Director of 
Research for the Polycast Technology Corp., Stamford, Connecticut. The views and 
opinions expressed in this publication are those of the consultant organization and 
do not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIIX). 

See the Fertilizer Industry Series published hy the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (ID/SFR.F, Nos. I, 2, 3, 4. 5 and 6). 
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

countries. Hardl/any ¡nfoJa.L   ^   ail       u "   "   dL! ÏÏ''" '" """> 
aspects of ,hi, industry. During ,he las. decade Lweveh•fZ ¿T""• 

.ns.a„ce, glass is being repLced by acvHc ÄfÄi      h   ^S 

^srÄid raonomer <rae,hyl meihacryia,e> ,u *=i 

woiwTtTfchÄ •0f.*C?UC Sheet haS grOWn substantia»y *> «»ny Parts of the worid. It i fabricated into advertising signs, lighting fixtures and to a lesser extent it 
•s used m glazing and in certain other architectural applications. 

LcfaI Production of acrylic sheet can be initiated on different investment and 

Ai WhÌ,e "T" Cfting 0perationS t0 •* ,ocal -arkëtsc p a i   d 
2^Äîîoeï¿^ble, e usua.!faci,ities for producing castor extruded 
S SIM000 r eXP°   marketS n0rma,,y require thc investment of at 

per LhntP<nnfìtLb
1
Ì,Ìty

I
0fraCrylÌC sheet-Producin8 operationscan range from 2.5 to 25 

per cent (on sales, before taxes). Return on invested capital can be good in a 
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carefully controlled, low-overhead operation. The labour-intensive nature of the 
casting of acrylic sheet may give it a competitive advantage in countries that have 
favourable wage rates. 

The relation between the price of acrylic sheet and the local demand for it can 
be determined easily. This is not true of export markets, however. Exports to some 
of the countries that consume the most acrylic sheet, such as the United States are 
difficult to develop^ince the distribution channels are complex and the performance 
standards are high. These factors often offset price advantages 

The technology required to begin local production of acrylic sheet may be 

hTL \0m a VariC,ty °JSOUrceS- The sma,ler acfyUc sheet Pnniuceri are likely to 
be the best source of information about low-investment operations to supply local 
markets. Some possible contacts are cited. 

• ?mi f!T in
u
va,riDU.S parts of the worid have bWn successful production of 

thU Ll ÎÎ *?£"* ¡"H** H0WeVer' there w many obstacle' "> « Weving 
Lport mU       C ** many °f thCm are COnsidered in the Prese"< 



1      SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 

of acryüc sheet applications by an indivi<lual „ fitnl lads £ .^¿^".^.X 

ÄS1^ÄK£ p y   •f,,m,s for windüw disl,lays'""I"- 
exjpte MAÏÏ°" "EKT 

fr0m a Sma" UnC Wi*" a •"" atraen,, for example, J20,000) based on self-buill equipment to a larger, more sonliistioid r„„, 
requmng a minimum investment of $180.000. As in otto sTZ, m   f it 1« 

A'-ÏÏÏÏ•," a "US,Cr °f '««-v~ tnllÄ'u oetome established. Such operations are usually characterized bv a medium ...••.li»v 

have a greater chance of building exports with high-quality sheet Th s J\ ¿«   u 



USES OF ACRYLIC SHEET 

Advertising signs and displays account for 40 to 55 per cent of acrylic sheet 
usage in the United States, Europe and Japan. In most of the countries where acrylic 
sheet operations have just been started, the same emphasis on signs and displays is 
usuaJly found. Table I provides a picture of how sheet is used in the three largest 
consuming areas. 

I Alii I   t       1 -STIMATI D PATI I RNS 01 CONSUMPTION OF ACRYLIC SHEET IN THREE 
IMPORTANT MARKETS 

(Per eentl 

Applk -at ion USA Europe Japan 

Signs and displays 45 40 48 
Lighting fixtures 16 25 16 
Architectural 18 16 12 
Industrial 4 14 14 
Other 

Total 

17 5 10 

100 100 100 

Advertising signs and displays 

Advertising materials constitute the most important uses of acrylic sheet in most 
countries. Wherever display advertising is desired, especially outdoors, acrylic sheet 
provides a strong halai.ee of useful properties. It has been replacing painted metal, 
wooden and neon signs m many countries. A wide variety of signs and displays are 
fabricated troni it. Industrial users in some countries include producers of oU. beer 
sott drinks, paint, rubber, food, automobiles and chemicals, to name but a few Many 
advertise-* specify internally lighted outdoor signs made from white translucent 
ucivitc sheet as a background, with raised letters in a contrasting colour. Attractive 
IH.tnt-ot-purcn.ise displays are also becoming popular in many areas. 

n some coimincs. acr> lie sheet is sold to firms that specialize in the production 
«'» advertising signs. Ilu'sc r„,ns „m be |art,0 ones „1JM supp,v |hc maJQr industria, 
IWV or the\ ma\ be smalle« .usiu.u shops. In either case, these firms perform a 
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variety   of   services   that   includes   pa.nting.   ..istalline   hglum,  cMi..Pmci.i   „ul 
vacuum-forming the fiat sheets into other shapes. ' 

The gauges used are mainly one-eighth, three-sixteenths .,„d one-ouaMer mei, 
and sizes vary Irom 6 feci square to h fee. b> aslu„gas44 fee,. In ,hc l• „u-d Si He ' 
ong signs are made in sections; but a new continuous procos „ou pcnni.s so,„,  L 

to be cut from long rolls of sheet. Sheet suppliers usualh ass.s,   ,gn fab, JL * , 
colour matching,   n the United States, «here are more than 200 firm* ,       , r 
acrybe and other plastic sheet into signs. 

f,h °?,drVek,PÍng  CTtry  ,laS  °pencd  a  nUmbor »f '"*  '««tels  with   si-„s 
fabricated   from  a   translucent   white   acrylic   sheet  that  ,s   I.Ueel   M,U ,,v   '„.J 
one-quarter inch thick, on which thermoformed coloured letters  ire'cemeniëd 
flights flash off and on at night, and by day the s,„ ,s ^ aiL^!^ 

Lighting fixtures 

Cast and extruded acrylic sheet is used extensively for lighting shields ,n mans 
HTtneVhc hílt sourcc is &en Primary direction by the retlect.on lens or 
diffuser. The acrylic shields diffuse the light, protect the light source (incandescent 
fluorescent or vapour lamp) and minimize direct glare. Both glass and metallic shields 
ZlJf• re.P,aced

1.
by.acr>^ *«»• which is lighter and shat.er-resistun« and 

pt »vides maximum lighting efficiency over a long period without discolouration ,„ 

dfffwR11011' ProPer»>s   **   especially   important   for  outdoor  iiphling 

Acrylic sheet car, be formed into various three-dimensional shapes Most K rvlic 
plastics   will   tolerate  temperatures  above   IKO F  and  higher  before   beeonii,,.. 
distorted. Some suppliers recommend that the operatiti., te.npe.atiire be \i to >s \ 
below the distort«),; temperature. Self-extinguishing grades of acrvlie sheet have been 
developed, but to attain this property heat resistance has beet, sacrificed 

Extruded sheet can be formed and/or embossed to prov.de rcfractisc IHit 
contro. A matte surfte can bo made that has excellent lighi-diliiismg 
characteristics Cast sheet is often specified where the thickness is urcater than 
one-eighth tnch or where optically clear sheet is needed. Injectum-moulded lighting 
parte are selected where the desired shape and prismatic surface cannot be achieved 
readily by extrusion or casting. 

Most cast acrylic sheet used for lighting is white-transhiceni. although clear and 
coloured sheets are used also. Matte finishes are gaining in popularity. When clear 
sheets are used, they normally have a patterned surface or matte finish ' 

Architecture and gla/ing 

Acrylic sheet is replacing glass in domes, skvlights, swimming-pool enclosures 
shop fronts, window-panes and related applications. Most of the material used is elea, 
sheet, but some is tinted to reduce glare, for developing countries, the use „f acrvlie 
sheet to replace glass in windows has been tried with success particularly in 
industrial sites where breakage is frequent. Other plastics such as polvcarbn nate "and 
polyvinyl chloride are also used. The specification of acrvlie sheet for domed „mis 
such as those of sporting arenas has come to be accepted in many areas I or example 
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in Houston. lexas. the roof of the Astrodome stadium was constructed of 9.200 
.icr> he sheets I about .* 50,000 pounds), each measuring 41 x 88 inches. The sheets are 
in two !;i\ers. those of the outer layer being one-eighth inch ¡hick, and those on the 
inner layer three sixteenths inch thick with a light-diffusing prismatic inner surface. 
In I upland, corrugated acrylic sheet is being used for the entire roofing of some 
factories and schools. 

\ moa recru i development is the use of this material for building facings. 
Acrylic sheets can be vacuum formed into panels of any configuration and pattern. 
They are lighter than glass and have better impact resistance, and they weather very 
well. Acrylic sheet panels can be installed by several methods, including a clip system 
for formed panels, a channel system for flat or formed panels, or by curtain-wall 
framing techniques. 

The building codes in some countries incorporate strict fire laws which regulate 
where acrylic sheet can be used. Usually, acrylic sheet is not subject to code 
regulation when used in exterior structures such as domes or building facings, but 
interior applications such as ceilings or lighting fixtures may be regulated. 

Primary uses of acrylic sheet in a major user country 

Table 2 summarizes the uses of acrylic sheet, both cast and extruded, in building 
construction in a large industrialized country. 

TABU 2.    CONSUMPTION OF ACRYLIC  SHEET IN BUILDING CON- 
STRUCTION IN A LARGÌ: INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRY 

(Miliums of pounds) 

Homes 2,5 

Cila/ing 1.7 

Curtain walls 0.5 

Bathtubs 0.3 

Industrial 35 0 

Li$»t diffusere 15.0 

Interior partitions 5,4 

Domes and skylights 14.6 

Maintenance g 5 

Panels 3.O 

Glazing 2.5 
I ight diffusers | 0 

Total 44.0 
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Plumbing fixtures 

Bathtubs produced from vacuum-formed acrylic sheet are sold in many parts of 
the world, including some developing areas. Reinforcing agents such as glass-fibre 
matting are usually incorporated into their structure. Significant savings in weight 
and cost are possible in comparison to the heavier traditional materials This product 
has become an important export item; for example, one firm in a developing country 
sells acrylic bathtubs in a variety of colours and shapes for several hundred dollars 
each. Sales have increased substantially over three years. Countries with favourable 
wage rates may find this product an attractive possibility. Good contacts with 
distributors in the importing country are needed, however. Also, while bathroom 
shower doors of acrylic sheet are popular in some countries, they must often 
compete with ones made from less costly materials such as reinforced polyester. 

Floor- and desk-mats 

The market for floor- and desk-mats is large, and user specifications for them are 
lower than for most other acrylic sheet applications. As a result, pricing is very 
competitive. It is not uncommon for a firm to produce these goods with a capital 
investment of less than $20,000 Since quality requirements are not great and much 
labour is involved in shaping the sections, many countries import these goods from 
areas with favourable labour rates and pricing. One firm in a developing country built 
its own ovens and other equipment and now produces about 100 sheets a day for a 
relatively low capital cost. Again, good contacts with distributors are required for 
export purposes. 

Aircraft enclosures 

Transparent acrylic sheet enclosures are widely used for commercial and military 
aircraft; windows, windshields and canopies are examples. These enclosures must 
meet critical optical and strength standards and be resistant to shattering and crazing. 
Most of the enclosures are produced from cast sheet that has been stretched. 
Stretching produces a tougher, craze- and shatter-resistant sheet. Laminates of acrylic 
sheet are also used by the aircraft industry. However, the lack of a local aircraft 
industry, combined with the high level of technology required for stretching, all but 
eliminates this application for developing nation« 
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Prices 

The price of acrylic sheet can vary according to gauge, sheet type (cast or 
extruded), optical properties, colours, size of purchase, end-use (for example for 
floor-mats or for architectural applications) and so on. 

In the United States in 1971, the list price for one-eighth inch clear acrylic sheet 
was about 680 per square foot. (Assuming a weight of three-quarter pound per sheet 
the price per pound was about 91*). At that time white sheet generally cost about 
3*, and coloured sheet about 100 more per square foot. Large-quantity purchases 
that is, those of 6,000 pounds or more) were priced at about 41* per square foot 

(54* per pound) or even less. However, imported acrylic sheet for certain purposes 
was available for 45* to 50* per pound. 

In Japan, clear and opaque cast acrylic sheets have been priced at 40* to 50* per 
pound and coloured sheet at from 50* to 55* per pound. Extruded sheets are 
quoted at from 15 to 20 per cent less than cast sheets. 

In planning to enpge in the production of acrylic sheet, the price that must be 
offered to prospective purchasers to induce them to obtain some of their 
requirements from this new source must be estimated very carefully. If this is not 
done, the projected figures for plant income and profits may be unrealistically high 
In this connexion, it should be borne in mind that locally produced acrylic sheet 

."m^d^et3 COmp€titiVC advantage' ^ «•*«" *> transportation costs, over 

The price of acrylic sheet is influenced by the price of the monomer (13* to 

2r iwtl Z h " ÍS 7*' and,thiS Price hM tendcd to **» m •<" years   However,  the major purchasers of acrylic sheet are generally aware of 

SÌAÎS3AA" is U8U",y neceMa,y to paM mch *"—on t0 
and if^ °f ac,ylk

l.
sheet «PI*««* price inducements with technical 

and marketing assistance to their customers. This policy gives these producers a 
competitive advantage over firms that offer only low price P«*iucers a 

Investment, equipment and operating costs 

needeltio^H^lTJ0 T•T ^ *•*" °f e^mM •á •*«•« 
Tmm^um^JLT ^T P,ant ,! n,ust be reaHzed that Vestment will 
ïîZ ZT¿u• y •?V° manv factors'such as the volume of output the cost of land and buildings, and the cost of equipment (fabricated locally orinate?) 
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Because of the many possible cost differences, the data below attempt onlv m show a     of   ible investment costs ln     coum    w; ^
n^ s 

n > 

start opération, at lower capital costs by fabricating some or most of the SncL 
domest.cally, and because of other factors. :: ch as inexpensive land In bT 
stressed, however, that the casting o'acrylic sheet is considerably more deZdin 
tha mos other Plast,cs.Producinç processes. Therefore, as noted below. g^ca"c re 
must be taken m selectmg the key equipment, which should be purcl aïd f tm 
outside sources rather than produced locally. puruiastd from 

Table 3 presents estimates of the requirements for a cast-acrvlic olant with , 
capacity of 500 tons per year. Requirements are showr^W buiWi s 
equipment and working capital. ou»a«r.¿s. 

TABLE 3.     REAL   ESTATE   AND   FIXED CAPITAL   REQUIRl MINTS   I OR   A  r4« 
ACRYLIC SHEET PLANT WITH A CAPACITY OF 5W TONS TOR YEAR 

1 Buildings and ¡and s mm *« i « nnn 
3.ÜU0 to 15,000 square feet 

2 *•*"""' $100.000 
Boiler 

Vacuum system 
Syrup kettles 
Cold room 

Storage and mixing containers 
Transfer containers 

Glass (piate or tempered) sheets 
Clamps 
PVC strip or tubing 
Glass-handling conveyors 
Glass-washing machines 
Mould-carrying trucks 
Oven(s) and/or water-bath(s) 
Saws 

Inspection station 

Miscellaneous (materials-handling trucks and the like) 
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TABLE: 3 {vont.) 

3.     Working capital 

Monomer (30 days) 
Sheet inventory ( 15 days) 
Labour(15 days) 
Accounts receivable (30 days) 
Miscellaneous (cash, certain materials) 

$15,000 
15,000 
3,000 

30,000 
17,000 

$80,000 

Note: Accounts receivable requite particular attention from new producers, since customers 
in some areas do not pay promptly. Indeed, cases are known where the average length of time 
before payment is receive may be as long as 90 days. 

Table 4 presents a partial cost breakdown from an actual acrylic sheet-casting 
plant with a yearly sales volume of $2.5 million. These costs, shown by type (labour 
rent, administration etc.) are given as percentages of total sales. The percentages for 
raw materials taxes etc. are not shown. While the actual percentages caTvary 
considerably this table may be used as a guide to cost identification and the relative 
importance of specific cost centres. 

ííírí¿ M /^rRTiALCOST IREAItDOWN FOR AN ACRYLIC SHEET- 
CASTING PLANT WITH A SALES VOL^HE OF $2.5 MILLION YEARLY 

(Per cent of mies dottar) 

Direct labour costs j^ g 

Mixing 2.0 
Gasket installation 0.3 
Casting 90 
Shrinking fj.4 

Masking fj.7 • 
Trimming ¡j 
Purging ( removal of inhibitor) 0.9 

Indirect labour costs -j y 

Supervision jj 
Inspection j Q 

Packaging and shipping 2.3 
Glass processing Q.6 

Maintenance JQ 

Other og 
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Fixed costs 8.0 

Rent 2.8 
Production, inventory control 1.1 
Depreciation of equipment 1.6 
Quality control 0.7 
Research and development 0.6 
Property taxes 0.3 
Insurance 0.4 
Other 0.5 

Variable costs 
11.0 

Mould breakage 3.0 
Shipping supplies 1.4 
Light, heat, power l.t 
Repain, maintenance 0,9 
Freight I.S« 
Insurance 0.8 
•  IwWfflrïP 1.0 
(Mm OJ 

%&Mtnm «nil n.J—Ei..;.«• if ¿w^ *na aammtstrative expenses 9.1 

Selling expenses 

Agenti* commir«ions 1.» 
Salaries:     Executives 0.9 

salesmen 0.6 
Office workers 0.6 

Travel, entertainment 0.5 
Advertiaing 0.1 
Other 0.2 

Adtnini* ttm ti\ « •» m •*• • • • • «MiitiMMMVWf Irli puPP^Pl 43 

Total 50.6* 

'AswMtag that freight charges «re often paid by the purchaser. 

^H^SSA^^JT C9M tom-««">"•* ««««.co,, (3SIO 
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I able 5 presents the capital investment, working capital and manpower needs for 
acrylic sheet-casting plants of three progressively larger sizes. Inspection of this table 
reveals that the larger the plant, the lower the per-ton inputs of these three cost 
elements tend to be. 

IABII5      INVI-STMINT   AND   LAUOl R   RI QU1RFMF.NTS   FOR   ACRYLIC   SHIFT- 
CASTING PLANTS OF VARIOUS SIZES 

,'la"t tamul Working 
capacity investment capital 
(tons/year i ($¡ ,§, 

Manpower 
needs 
per year 

50 10.000 10.000 
500 100,000 80,000 
000 175,000 150,000 

12- 24 

36- 70 

65   100 

Profitability 

.«H I?e,K8n8e,°f profitfyUy in the acry"c **« indm*y * veiy wide. On the low 
end of the scale some firms are known to show only a 2 5 per cent wim <T«£ 
tefore taxes, arid others as high as 25 per cent. Profrtabyity is strongly Xnced by 
filing pnce of the product, the cost of labour (since the prodSt.W actite 
tee  .. labour mtenave) and the control of administrative expenses ^M^Zu 

TABU 6.     RANGE Ol PROFITABILITY IN THE CAST ACRYLIC SHEET 
INDUSTRY 

(Cents per pound) 

Selling price 5Q 

Business costs 

Materials 

Labour 

Plant overhead (with depreciation) 
Administrative expenses 
Miscellaneous 

Total 

Profit {before taxes) 

17- 20 
4- 8 
4- - 7 

5- 6 
7- 8 

37 49 

13- 1 
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lì 

Some factors that merit particular attention if profitability is to bo nrnimi/ed 
are. .„correct materials handling resulting in spillage of ,l,c"m«,„„n cr   Í   Zer 

wÍJrh°tí TldS' rÍth COnSeqUCnt leaka^e: P-r cure control S 
water-baths resulting m low yields; and excessive breakage of the glass sl,è~e sNl „ v 

producers of «jyUc sheet have experienced drastic reductions ta P^Ä 
stemming from the last of these factors. Such losses usually can be red lied £v the 
use of tempered glass, even though it is nearly twice as costly as plate d ,¡s A 
some techniques, such as the Rostero process, are based on a fixed-eel I princ mie1 , 
reduces handling, and hence breakage. pnnupit mat 

Sources of information and technology 

Firms that are interested in the technology of acrylic sheet production h»w , 
large choice of companies from which to iLk mfo.rn.tiS,   r ee a ë I 
medmrn-sized and large producers of this material in valu"ou trie" tí¡ouï•,' 
the world It is worthy of note, however, that the large corporations g"ne al v^W 

¡AS S: rd roy?y fr ?nd that often a *•u * nJ!!S^z » aWe and willing to provide technology and know-how at a considerably lower cost 

tt^föxszrsimüar b^A partiai «* «- - vano:; ;a«s 
United States 

Europe 

American Cyanamid 
Cast Optics 
Polycast Technology 
Rohm & Haas 
Swedlow 

Imperial Chemical Industries 
Peterlit 

Wayne, New Jersey 
Hackensack, New Jersey 
Stamford, Connecticut 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Gardena, California 
London, England' 
Jarrow, England 

Lenning Chemicals (Rohm & Haas) London, England 
Stanley 

Altulor(UgUor) 
France Peterlite (St. Gobain) 
Dacryl (Altulor) 

Mazzuccheli Celluloid (Fiat) 
Impla 

Montecatini-Edison 
Feldelgas 

Chemishe Industrie Polyplastic 
Casolith, N.V. 
Polyplastic 
Para-Chemie Chem. Fabr. GmbH 
De Gussa-Wolfgang 

Produces extruded sheet also. 

Chichester, England 
Paris, Fiance 
Paris, France 
Pans, Frince 
Varese, Italy 
Naples, Italy 
Milan, Italy1 

Milan, Italy 

Rotterdam, Netherlands 
Leeuwarden, Netherlands 
Rotterdam, Netherlands 
Vienna, Austria 
Hanau, Federal Republic 

of Germany 
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Europe (vont. ) Resart 

Rohm & Haas 

Bo fors 

Mainz/Rhein, Federal 
Republic of Germany 

Darmstadt, Federal 
Republic of Germany 

Tidaholmsverken, Sweden 

Japan Asahi Chemical Osaka 
Kyowa Gas 

Mitsubishi Rayon 

Sumitomo Chemical 

Tokyo 

Tokyo 

Osaka 
Toyo Rayon Tokyo 

China (Taiwan) Chi-Mei Tainan 

South America Paskin 

Naufal 

Plásticos do Brasil 
Brazil 

Australia Nylex Victoria 

Israel Orkal Industries Haifa 

Other names can be supplied by plastics trade (roups and by suDDlters ofmethvl 

the latter arc listed below: 

United States 

Europe 

Japan 

A nericar, Cyanamid 

E. I. DuPont de Nemours 
Rohm & Haas 

Imperial Chemical industries 
Lcnnig Chemicals 
Rohm & Haas 

Montecatini-Edisfin 
Ugilor 

Kyowa Gas 

Mitsubishi Rayon 

Mitsui-Toatsu 

Sumitomo Chemical 

Wayne, New Jeriey 

Wilmington, Delaware 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

London, England 

London, England* 

Darmstadt, Federal 
Republic of Germ any 

Milan, Italy 

Paris, France 

Tokyo 

Tokyo 

Tokyo 

Osaka 



THE MANUFACTURE OF ACRYLIC SHEET 

Acrylic sheet is normally made either by casting wherebv a thin i«^ „ni A 
monomer is cured between two flat sheets of glass. obthe x^Z\n aS 
polymer through a slot die to form a sheet of predetermineTtSes Whit?„ 
acrylic sheet has superior finish, is tougher and has better solv n^ate resine 
than extruded sheet, the latter material is more easily formed tato ìì££S ZS 
and » capable of being embossed with a variety of surface pattemTdurL the 

^rr-nüPeratÍ0n' SUCh SUrface Pattems are **• «"en «¡STt£ Zt, mdustry. The extrus.on process can also produce shapes oilier than fot see    such 

unAèl ItZ'Zlom thHat can be used to *ndose *AÏ united Mates, extruded sheet is used most commonly in the lighting industry and in 

tt„ t1TSfUP ??**?* inCh- ^Prteeof this exuded sheetTno^l ow r than that of cast sheet of up to oranüghth inch in thickness. * 

«how^doî« huilZ^'" app,lcations w* as **ve*^g »ins, window glazing, 
ihower doors budding facings, floor mats, sky domes, shop display racks furniture 

from acryüc sheet whose thickness ranges from one-eighth inch through one inch 
Since cast acrylic sheet can be manufactured in a broader ranee of colour, 

The casting process 

«„Jíí CfÌni ?f m7iiC *"* invo,ves tne Preparation of a liquid chemical 

Sda mouldirti wiHÍ th^thfckneSS(8aUge) °f the Product This device 

o^rerrp^xr6'to a hard<c,ear p,as* -«• * ^ tt£ 
propette»:1 "iethaCry,ate m°n0mer'thc raw materia1' is a "quM with the following 

Boilingpoint 101°C(214°F) 
Specific gravity 0 94 

Viscosity (centipoises) at 25°C (74°F) 0.569 
Flash point (closed cup) l0°ç (5o°F) 
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I lie mon 
ecu I in air. Il i 

orner is flammable, and its explosive limit is in the range of 2 top per 

is quite volatile and has a sweet-smelling odour. Personnel working with 
the material should avoid prolonged contact with high concentrations of the vapour 
Indeed, it is not recommended that anyone be exposed continuously to methvl 
methacrylatc vapours in concentrations in excess of 100 parts per million (ppm).    ' 

Methyl methacrylatc monomer can be obtained from a considerable number of 
suppliers around the world, as listed in the previous section. It is normally shipped in 
>5-gallon <4.<0-pound) drums, but it is also available in bulk shipments from some of 
the larger manulacturers. Methyl methacrylate monomer to be used for castina 
acrylic sheet snould be colourless (much like distilled water) and contain less than 
o.l percent moisture 

Equipment requirements 

A storage area must be provided for the monomer drums. It should be out of 
ÎIÏ !Umn8ht and n,a,ntamedat a Sperature below 80°F (27°C). and it should be 
tree from flames, sparks and electric motors. A drum dolly is necessary to move heï 
contamers convemently. The use of grounding cables is recommended wTen thl 

n• " d,8CKarged fmm the dnHm- Stands' va,ves -d dr.mTnersareaiîo 

This monomer is shipped mixed with an inhibitor, in order to prevent the 
materni rom polymerizing and hardening in the drum. It is usually ne« to 
remove tlm mlubitor in orde, to cast a satisfactory sheet, it is best To con uh wi h 
the monomer manufacturer to determine what grades he has available •d th Woe 

£ >Z^Um °f ,hC ÍnhÍbÍíür- " WeU aS '»* '"ndation ?o7ù^îSî 

One  popular  grade  of monomer  contains 25 ppm  of hvdrouuinone   Thk 

t^:sirm? i tUstülatirunder—m<25 ^^^^ wash.ng with caustic soda. For example, 20 parts of a 5-percent sodium hydroxide 
sou,,»« are m»xed with 100 parts of monomer. The monomer animer sepTaî 

Z TJ ^ W,th the iîhibltor ^^one) being removed ^o the Km 
water) phase. The water ,s drained from the bottom of the separation vessel and th! 

process ,s repeated with clean water until all traces of the caustic have beeamoved 
Th»   purged' monomer is then stored at a temperature of 40°F onower toTvent 

£irre»norT!: CaUT,ÌC WaShÌng ShOU,d be Carried -tl a Ver« mad ff :m 
«íature a  7ot ,       , TTT' may be Stored for at ,east ^ays at th* temperature, at 70 h ,t would be safe to hold the monomer for only about 8 hours 

The volume of the monomer, the presence of sunlight, and thepreincoflouriïies 

íohmAÍRr" T rUS,)wi»^ort- »he borage lifcrf^ZSS üft i"r rir a;:ssresin-calIed *» ^. ^ 
nn-no^^Ä r levels, SUch di 5 or 10 ppm of hydroquinone. At the 
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5-ppm level, the monomer could possibly be used without removal of the inhibitor 
for certain products where very slight colour could be tolerated (for example edue 
yellowness in a trimmed, polished sheet). Thus, a factor to be reviewed with the 
monomer supplier is the use of low levels of inhibitor that are less likelv to cause 
colour problems. 

Preparation of the casting syrup 

As noted above, methyl methacrylate monomer has a ver> low viscosity a 
characteristic that presents problems in sealing it into casting moulds and in the 
suspension of pigments, as well as by slowing reactivity. For these reasons it is 
usually necessary to convert the monomer to a syrup, although some processes' omit 
this step. This is done by adding a small amount (for example, 0.05 per cent) of 
catalyst and heating the solution to 90°C under agitation until the viscosity reaches 
about 1 poise. This syrup is then cooled immediately to about 40°F (4°C). 

A casting formulation should contain the following ingredients: 

The methyl methacrylate monomer or syrup. 

A catalyst such as benzoyl peroxide or azoisobutyronitrile (DuPont) in 
concentrations of 0.01 to 0.1 per cent. The concentration must be established 
by the manufacturer and is a function of such factors as sheet thickness, curing 
temperature and types of pigments used. 

A release agent such as stearic acid, at a level of about 0.05 per cent This level 
must also be adjusted to suit the process. 

^meSdtntSstabUÌZer * feCOmm€l,de<, t0 ProWbit «* W^W caused by 

"¡SLSAT^ °l d^uHKd t0 C,0,OUf ca$t **& *»t Aould »* caieftilry selected. They should be extremely colour-fast and must be properly dispersed 
in the casting syrups to attain satisfactory results. Qispcrsca 

The casting syrup should be mixed in clean mixing vessels. Figure I shows the 
toy elements of a small-sized mixing/vacuum vessel. Figure 2 shows a larger unit of 
the same general kind. 

Some materials that are suitable for constructing equipment for handling methyl 
methacrylate monomer or syrups prepared from it are stainless steel, aluminium, 
glass, and certain plastics, such as high-density polyethylene and nylon. Carbon steel 
or plvanized steel also may be used, but care must be taken to avoid rusting 
chipping or other surface deterioration that could contaminate the monomer. 
topper, brass and bronze are not recommended for use with the monomer, nor is 
ngid vinyl pipe. Indeed, vinyl should never be in permanent contact with the 
monomer. 
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1-ïgnn- I.     A single-stani- mixing vacuum vessel for the preparation 
of the casting mix 

a    mict suction line  (of clear plastic hose); b     filter cartridge; 
<    ait-dnvcn mixing blade (to prevent explosion of the monomer 
vapours); J   dosed vessel, capable of withstanding a full vacuum 
i'   bottom drain line; J    grounding wire to prevent static sparking 
during discharge of the vessel. *P>»*ms 

Soune. Cast Optics Co., Hackensack, N. J. 
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Figure 2.     A mixing vessel eapable of treating 400 to MM pounds 
of easting mix at a time 

It has been mounted on a scale to facilitate batch weighing. 

Source: Cart Optics Co., Hackensack, N. J. 
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tlimiiiiition of air from the mix 

After the ingredients have been property blended into the casting syrup, the mix 
is subjected to a high vacuum (more than 25 inches of mercury). This operation 
should continue long enough to remove all dissolved air from the syrup. The vacuum 
step is necessary to prevent the formation of bubbles in the finished cast sheet. The 
de-aerated mix should next be poured into the mould within a few houis. 

Batch mixing 

A separate area should be provided for the handling of the raw materials This 
area should be clean, well ventüated and equipped with the facilities described below. 

A mixing/vacuum vessel (syrup reactor) such as those shown in figure 1 and 
figure 2 is needed. It should provide for good blending and the convenient addition 
or removal of materials. It should have a round or conical bottom, a powerful 
agitator and a sufficiently large number of coils for heating and cooling. It is also 
advisable to have a second, similar vessel to continue the cooling of the syrup. After 
treatment in this mixer, the syrup is drawn off into a vacuum tank in a manner that 
will ensure maximum exposure of the syrup to the vacuum. 

Following the vacuum step, the prepared syrup is drained into a container made 
of glass, metal or plastic, for pouring into the casting cell or mould. At this point the 
monomer is carefully weighed in accordance with the stee and thickness of the sheet 
to be cast. The weight is calculated on the basis of three-quarter pound per square 
foot of a final sheet one-eighth inch thick. 

It is advisable to isolate coloured materials from vessels used to produce clear 
sheet. Separate vessels should be used for coloured sheet. (Colours for casting cm be 
obtained for about $3.00 per 100 pounds.) 

Preparation of the mould 

As noted above, acrylic sheet is normally cast between flat glass surfaces- a 
casting mould or cell is made by assembling two sheets of glass to foira a cavity of a 
predetermined thickness between them. The glass must be selected plate or tempered 
glass, one-quarter to three<>ighths inch thick, free of scratches and with bevelled 
edps. Plate glass is suitable for sheets up to 3 X 4 feet in size made by the air-oven 
process, but tempered glass is required for the water-bath process and is more 
suitable for larger sheets such as 4 X (, feet or 4 X 8 feet. Such glass should be 
obtained troni a source that can supply "casting-quality" glass. Tempered glass is 
both tougher and considerably more resistant to thermal shock than is plate ¿ass. It 
costs about S 2.00 per square foot. • 

The glass sheets should be matched carefully so as to construct moulds of 
umform cav.ty th.ekuess; otherwise the acrylic sheet cast between them S have 
unacceptable variation in thickness. Glass must be handled with gre feared as to 
*«d scratch,,^ c „pP,ng or breakage, which can be an important•nm(ot 
declining profitability, as noted above. 
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Figure J.      Preparation of a mould /-celli tor castina acni,,- sheet 

Two sheets of plate glass are separated by a plastic strip (a sample of which may be seen 
at the upper left) and held together by metal clamps. At the upper right is a specially 
deigned funnel, which adapts to the interior form of the mouM, for filling with the 
casting mix. 

Source: Cast Optics Co., Hackensack, New Jersey. 

Gaskets. A PVC spacer strip or tube can be used as a gasket to seat the acrylic 
tynip in the mould and to serve as a thickness gauge (see figure 3). Since the casting 
tynip shrinks during the curing (polymerization) process, the plastic sealing gasket 
should be about 25 per cent thicker than the acrylic sheet that is desired. 

The formulation of material used to form this sealing gasket is critical, if casting 
problems are to be avoided. It is best established in collaboration with a local 
producer of extruded plastics. 

Clamps. Clamps are used to hold the mould together. These devices must exert 
•aough pressure to prevent initial leaking and sheet defects during the curing when 
the syrup shrinks. Figure 3 shows a simple but effective clamp which is manually 
engaged or removed from the mould. Such clamps are available from stationery 
suppliers almost everywhere. 

The following steps are involved in the assembly of a mould: 
Glass washing. After removal of the acrylic sheet made during the previous cycle, 

the glass sheets may be washed with clean water and by vigorous scrubbing with 
nylon brushes. Certain soaps or glass-grade pumice may he used, but a final rinse with 
clear, demineralized water is necessary. Finally the water must be removed from the 
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glass will, air or a dust-free cloth. This operation is critical, since dust or water 
residue left on the »lass will mar the surface of the cast acrvlic sheet. Elimination of 
tiie glass-washing step may result in excessive product contamination. 

Mould assembly. It is important to keep the glass aligned so that it will be put 
back m its pre-matched manner. The casting side of the glass should be kept face-up 
to avoid marring it on supports or rollers during washing. The two glass sheets are 
then re-assembied by moving the bottom sheet to the assembly station. Wooden pins 
are next clamped to the corners of this lower sheet. Next, the upper glass sheet is 
placed on the wooden pins. This precaution prevents the glass surfaces from touching 
each other before the gasket has been placed between them. With a special tool one 
s.de of the upper glass sheet is raised slightly higher than the thickness of the gasket 
which ,s then .nserted between the two surfaces. This operation is continued around 

nìling feration"1    enCC n,ÜU,d, "^ ^ °"e C°mer' Which is ,eft °pen for the 

As the gasket is inserted, the wooden spacer pins are removed and external 
clamps are affixed as shown in figure 3. to keep the gasket in place and hold the 
mould together This entire assembly operation must be done w»h cfreand in 
clean area so as to avoid contamination of the mould and of the sheet cast in it. 

Filling the mould 

The next step is the pouring of the ore-weighed charge of syrup into the mould 
During this operation, the mould must be tilted so that the comer that wa* ftWñ 
« at the highest point. The synip is then poured into the mould through a spedaHv 
designed funnel that adapts to the inside cavity of the mould, as showHV^re 3 
mi ^cuJimmd t

m tab,es shou,d be Prided for the pouring operation The 

%¿£S££^» ifcarried onto thcm Here again< ca* mus< 2^&* exclude the possibility of foreign matter getting into the syrup or mould 

rrtoïïAfr^^"Ah,,^,-fc'*,:ii,i-ï-:: 
Next, the mould is tilted to the vertical position, and the syrup rises UD to the 

o^n comer expelling whatever air remains within the mould Dulg h s sC Z 

£ lmZ :XTd IT" the *"sheeU in the P,ace where theVSpou 
èïane o tne bs

y,fr mf ^^^ •h °r l cen«^tre) space remains for the 
mZ X tó^ collii. m h," TÍthe gasket is then drawn «•** *• other 
«man auhil noTnT^ ! lhe•lm& °,f the mou,d- Not a single air bubble should 
thalZ^Ä^re^ ^^ « PUt in •*"• and *« **« -ut so 

Curing (polymerization) 

-«. A .„,„: £".at ccrj.-. asara-: 
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ruck might hold about 10 moulds with about 3 ,t, 5 n.cl.cs o| M,ya. ,VUuvn ..,,„ 
to permit a.r to circulate. This truck must be quite sturdy to sun. òr, ti, • 
moulds. The shelves should also be designed , , pen     ad    uä e  m n o v      i ? '" 
level support of the glass for good tolerance con roi. An       ni     ,        ,' , I   " 
might be to have the shelves permanently mounted ,n  «h      v" '*w,h 
md^ual shelves being capable of being ro.led out of ,,, oven J^!^ 

Two suitable techniques f.„ polymerization of acrylic sheet are hmh-veln ,K 
atr-c.rculatmg ovens and water-baths. The oven process is slower but tn w, , 
easier to control and is rnechanically s.mpler. A water-bath is simplv   p   „ w 

21  V•U,dlan i SUbTrged and n,ai,Uai»ed * » desired ternirtu* water-bath  provides  better heat   transfer   titan  the air oven  and thus Lm K 
polymerization at higher temperatures, with consequently sh rter noZowZu 
cycles. However, this process is rather more delicate tha.Li  l"atma, E 

Int       d0 Tum$t A|S0'aS ment""*d ^bove. tempered glass must be u*d 
In the water-bath process, the mould is normally supported vertici and filled 

men thick, would be about 5 hours at a temperature of b5°V < I50°F) nlus a I Lr 
posture period at 100°C <212°F) in an air oven. This last ^eP s'tee s v n 
complete the conversion of the liquid monomer into a hard. soTd sL» Th M 
step can also be carried out by heating the water-bath to %fe < £?R ,tX 
eliminatong the need for an air oven. However, some product uudii,' I \ as 
acceptable heat distortion temperature (HDT) may be sacrificed      4 

for lemZZuAT^t **??** ** ?*' °Uhe tW0 P^meri/ation techniques 
.vLu manufacturer ^o has ^ad no previous experience in the casting of plastics A 
suitable oven design would be a unit about 30 feet long, able to hold fhl t uck (ff 
u   i/?01 mOU,dS' and whfch thus could he* 30 to 40 moulds at a tirne The ove 

should be about 2 feet wider than the trucks and about 5 or 6 teflon^ T^¡ 

ÎSZXFJ2Ïn,uch hi8her than the ^ - - - ~««Ä 

t^SSS^'JS!^ C,rCU,at,0n m mCh m °Ven *«* «* in lhe •«* * 



5.     THE MARKETING OF ACRYLIC SHEET 

In some countries, small casting operations have been established at very low 
capital investment (for example $20,000) to supply local demand. The output of 
such operations may range from 50 to 100 tons yearly and is used for advertising 
signs etc. 

In other areas, larger operations have been set up, aimed both at supplying local 
demand previously met by imports and at building and export business. For example, 
a finn in one country began production in 1960 with technology obtained from 
another country. As this was written, this firm was casting about 2.200 tons per year 
of acrylic sheet, worth about $1.8 million. About 20 per cent of its output is sold 
locally (population of about 15 million), mostly as 3 X 4 feet sheet; the balance is 
exported to Southeast Asia (60 per cent as 4 X 6 feet sheet and 20 per cent as 4 X 8 
feet sheet). Exports have been growing, since local labour costs are from 10 to 
20 times lower than in many other countries, a circumstance which permits very 
competitive prices to be offered. Nevertheless, this firm, like many others, has 
encountered difficulty in exporting to other areas. 

Indeed, a major problem of many producers of acrylic sheet is an inability to 
export their product to industrialized countries. The quality of the sheet offered may 
not meet the rather exacting standards and, even when the sheet offered is 
satisfactory from the quality standpoint, a complex distribution system is needed 
Attempts to establish connexions with suitable distributors by mail often fail- 
personal visits to potential distributors appear to achieve the best results 

Distribution in the United States: an example of marketing problems 

Much of the acrylic sheet sold in the United States passes from the sheet caster 
to a vanety of small and medium-sized distributors, which include wholesale sign 
supply houses, glass distributors and firms that distribute many types of plastic sheet 
and shapes. One major caster there has more than 150 distributors throughout the 
country, who in turn supply fabricators. While acrylic sheet seems relatively easy to 
produce, the difficulty of achieving widespread distribution has limited the number 
of competing producers. 

Direct sales of sheet to large users does not require great distributive abilities. 
However, the concentration of sales volume at a few large users results in bid pricing 
and in pnces that are too low even for imports. 

Because of the extensive technical and sales aids that domestic producers provide 
to distnbutors and sheet users (that is, to fabricators and specifiers), plus many other 
unpubkized but important services, it is difficult for an exporting country to obtain 
distribution on the basis of price alone. 

24 
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It is likely that the same types of problems will face firms that attempt to export 
to countries that have complicated distribution networks. In one case a developing 
country established an arrangement with an existing acrylic sheet producer in a large 
sheet-consuming country whereby the sheet was exported and distributed by the 
producer, who already had a strong selling organization and who could import the 
sheet more cheaply than it could be made locally. This approach can be a good 
short-term export programme but should the programme be discontinued the 
exporter would have to find a new outlet for his sheet. 

Quality requirements and standards 

New producers of acrylic sheet who are interested in exporting their output 
must determine the minimum quality standards of the prospective importers Around 
the world, there are wide differences in acceptable quality. In some countries for 
example, the minimum acceptable heat distortion temperature (HDT) is 85°r while 
,.°rïï£Va,UeS are Permitted dsewhere. In the United States, a range between 85° and 
100 C is permitted, with many firms striving to attain the upper limit. The HDT of 
acrylic sheet is a function of productíorwycle time, the catalyst used etc all of 
which are related to the process that is employed. Consequently, the choice'of the 
production process can affect a producer's ability to export his product to some 
countries. 

Some performance tests for acrylic sheet that should be understood by new 
producers are the ASTM standards, which are used in the United States. They are 
listed in table 7. Similar data can be obtained for other major importing areas such as 
Europe and Japan. 

TABLL 7.     ASTM STANDARDS FOR ACRYLIC SHIFT 

Property ASTM test" 

Tensile strength D638 
Flexural strength D790 
lzod impact rating D256 
Hardness D785 
Optical D1003, 1223 
Thermal (HDT) D648 
Deformation under load D621 

kJl^LTv,l0nTOn.i
,heJV!TÍ,.sUn,,"ríg may *» obtained from the Amer- ican Society for Testing Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa.(19l03). 

Gauge control is a very critical aspect of acrylic sheet quality in many markets. 
In the United States, for example, acrylic sheet for military use may require a gauge 
vanation as small as 0.015 inch; in commercial applications it may vary from 0.085 
to 0.155 inch for large sheets and from 0.095 to 0.145 inch tor the smaller sizes, 
such as 3 X 4 feet. 
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Product mix 

Before setting up any plant for casting or extruding acrylic sheet, it is of critical 
importance to determine the range of product sizes that are to be offered on the 
market. In this connexion, it is important to note that the standard dimensions of 
acrylic sheet vary from country to country. This information is needed to permit the 
correct selection of important items of capital equipment such as casting cells and 
extrusion dies. 



6.     ACRYLIC SHEET TECHNOLOGY 

Analysis of acrylic sheet production facilities in various countries shows a variety 
of production approaches, for example : 

Production of cast sheet, using a relatively simple and inexpensive self-developed 
processi 
Production of cast sheet, using acquired technology; 
Production of both cast and extruded sheet or of extruded sheet alone; 
Production of cast sheet, utilizing more than one process; 
Other combinations. 

These variations depend largely on the specific markets that a given firm is 
attempting to reach. Table 8 shows the sources of the technology for casting acrylic 
«wet in two major producing countries. 

TABLE 8.    SOURCES OF TECHNOLOGY FOR CASTING ACRYLIC SHEFT 
IN MMN AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Sources of technology* 

Japan 

Asahi Chemical (Delta Plastics) 
Kyowa Gas 
Mitsubishi Rayon 
Sumitomo Chemical 
Toyo Rayon 

United Stetes 

American Cyan am id 
Cast Optics 
DuPont 
Polycast Technology Corp. 
Rohm à Haas 
Swedlow 

Rohm & Haas 
Rostero 
Original 
Imperial Chemical Industries 
Resart Gesellschaft and original 

Imperial Chemical Industries 
Original 
Original (not producing sheet) 
Original 
Original 
Original 

"In some case*, licensing Arms have used acquired technology to supple- 
ment or improve upon their own processes. 
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While suppliers of raw materials may help prospective new producers of acrylic 
sheet to find suitable technologies, it should be borne in mind that some of these 
suppliers also cast sheet and are thus potential competitors. Also, while the larger 
corporations in the more developed countries may also be good sources of technical 
information, a firm or country that seeks a relatively simple process at a minimal 
investment is more likely to obtain a suitable one from the small to medium-sized 
firms that have developed their own processes. 

Recent changes in technology 

The most important change in acrylic sheet technology has been the 
development of the continuous sheet-casting processes. ft was first introduced by 
Swedlow. Inc. (Gardena. California. USA) in the mid-l%Os. Rohm & Haas 
announced a continuous process in l%9. and several other firms are likely to follow. 
The advantages ol continuous casting include uniformity of thickness and the 
availability of rolls or sheets in almost unlimited lengths. However, the optical 
properties of this material are not as good as those of cell-cast sheet. 

Most of the sheet produced by continuous processes will probably be used for 
outdoor advertising signs where optical clarity is not usually required. The pricing of 
continuously cast sheet has been competitive with or, in many cases, cheaper than 
that of cell-cast sheet. 

This technology will have an impact on markets in countries where acrylic sheet 
is well established, especially for advertising signs. It is not likely, however, to be 
used in developing countries tor many years, as the costs of licensing or local 
development arc prohibitive. 

Another development that already has found commercial application involves 
technologies that reduce the time and cost of converting the liquid monomer to sheet 
polymer. One such process produces sheet directly from the monomer by the use of 
a stationary, fixed, plate-glass cell that does not require washing etc. between cycles. 
The entire operation is conducted in one termpcrature-controlled oven, with the 
costs of labour, space and glass damage all being reduced. Reportedly, the production 
cycles have been speeded by fluid cooling of the permanent casting units. The 
elimination of several steps and the use of only one oven lessen space requirements 
Also, labour costs may be as much as 25 per cent lower than with other processes 
Licensing costs for this process are about $100,000. depending upon installed 
capacity, and royalties on sales are 3 percent. 

Obtaining technology for acrylic sheet extrusion 

Europe has placed greater sales emphasis on extruded acrylic sheet than has 
either the United States or Japan. I or example, in Europe in 1966 about 35 000 tons 
of cast sheet were produced, and 9.000 tons of extruded sheet, or about 20 per cent 
of total production. In contrast, in 1968 Japan manufactured only 600 tons of 
extruded sheet, which was only about 3 per cent as much as the nearly 20,000 tons 
ol cast sheet produced m that year. In the United States, extruded sheet production 
accounts lor about 5 per cent of total acrylic sheet usage. It is expected that 
extrudedI sheet will represent more than 30 per cent of European production by the 
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The acquisition of technology for extruding acrylic sheet is less difficult thin 
obtaining casting know-how. Marketing opportunities are, however likelv to be 
considerably less. Suppliers of the polymeric extrusion pellets can provide some help 
as car. equipment manufacturers. Because of Europe's extensive plast.es extrusion 
experience firms such as Montecatini and Imperial Chemical Industries as well as 
several smaller firms, can be contacted. 

The advantages of producing extruded sheet arc largely based on the lower 
capital cost of entering the business. A company that already has extrusion 
equipment may be able to produce acrylic sheet without substantial outlays Fven a 
firm starting from the beginning will probably have to spend less over the long run to 
set up an extrusion plant than for a casting operation which, as we have seen 
requires monomer-handling equipment, glass, ovens etc. Establishing an extrusion 
line is not cheap, however; fixed costs can easily total S100,000 or even more 

It is somewhat easier to produce acrylic sheet by extrusion than by casting since 
polymer pellets for extrusion are available commercially. However, the qualities 
desired in the finished sheet must sometimes be tailored into the pellets bv the 
supplier. Equipment alterations may be needed as well. 

An advanced technology for producing extruded sheet directly from the 
monomer rather than from polymer pellets has been announced by Imperial 
Chemical Industries. This new process is reported to yield a product that falls 
between cast and extruded acrylic sheet as regards quality and, probably cost 

As noted earlier, the advantages of lower capital cost and ease of starting 
production of extruded sheet are offset by the limited market for this material in 
many areas. It cannot, for example, compete with optically clear cast sheet in many 
ippbcations, and it thus tends to be specified for less demanding, lower-priced 
products. In some countries, extruded sheet may satisfy a large portion of local 
needs, but export markets may be more difficult to penetrate, since individual 
markets m large sheet<onsuming areas such as the United States are small, hard to 
find and probably supplied at low prices by local extruders. 
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